
I will start this workshop with a presentation. Each slide offers the results of my 
thoughts and research on a particular question or shows the results of a ten-question 
survey I sent to 100 translators and editors listed in the UNIVERSITAS member area, 
recommended to me or known to me from my time as a translator employed with 
the central bank. 
38 respondents, or nearly two-fifths, filled in the survey; the respondents were fairly 
equally distributed among freelancers and employed translators (about 60% to 40%), 
with some respondents having worked as freelancers and employed translators or 
editors. 
You will have the option to discuss selected issues about two-thirds through, and 
please let me know if you have any questions.
The first part of the presentation is theoretical – what is a SG, who uses SGs, what 
are the pros and cons of SG use. 
The practical section presents various SGs, mainly for EN, and provides respondents’ 
recommendations of what SG to use. 
In the next part, SG creation, I look into what SGs should cover and how to develop 
SGs. 
This leads us to SG use – how to actually apply SGs and how to enforce their use. 
Finally, I take a brief look at SG-related aids and give you a list of selected resources. 
After the presentation, I have some exercises for you.
My research sources for individual slides are in the notes, which will be available on 
the UNIVERSITAS website.
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If you start researching “style guide”, you quickly discover that “SG” has many 
meanings, like in the world of fashion… 
In general usage, a SG understood to mean a design guide for printing styles – fonts, 
layouts, publishing guidelines; apparently, the term “pattern library” is gaining 
popularity for website style guides.
But in our specific field – editing, and even more specifically translation, quality 
assurance and editing – a SG or manual of style is an editorial style guide, a set of 
standards for the writing and design of documents, either for general use or for a 
specific publication, organization, or field. So it includes layout or formatting rules 
and process standards, but also numerous editorial rules that improve wording.

A SG gives guidance on which of several legitimate language options to choose, f. ex. 
how to write bullet points (a? i? parenthesis? period at the end? full sentence? ). 
Applying a SG can be considered part of “corporate branding” – giving material that 
provides a company with a uniform visual identity and a consistent way of presenting 
content. 
Content strategy specialist Rachel Trampel on http://siteimprove.com/blog/5-tips-
help-stay-track-style-guide/ f.ex. emphasizes the key role style guides play in setting a 
standard for presenting website content added by numerous persons within an 
organization: ensuring “consistency in the voice and type of messaging they are 
sharing.”
And I have to disappoint all of those seeking a quick fix right from the outset: There is 
no one universal style manual.
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A SG is not a replacement for a dictionary. SGs may establish which option to choose 
among the several options a dictionary offers.
A SG is not a grammar guide: it covers questions far exceeding grammar – there’s no 
official rule for how to format a title, for example. 
http://www.writingforward.com/writing-resources/style-guides-essential-writing-
resources. If there are several grammar options, it may choose which one to use (e.g. 
serial/Oxford comma). 
A SG is not set in stone – it is a living document incorporating changes of language 
and changes of perspectives on issues. Common sense should prevail over rules.
A SG is not universally applicable to all material – there is no “one size fits all SG.”
Finally, a SG is not a silver bullet – even using its prescriptive advice very meticulously 
won’t magically rid your writing of all errors or make it smooth and perfect … A SG 
won’t improve the content of writing or f. ex. actually help you distinguish between 
homonyms like “their” and “there.”
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The main users of SGs are editors, copyeditors, proofreaders; these are all hats you 
wear as a translator, too; you also use them for translating, self-revision and quality 
assurance. 
Writers use them too, especially academics (submissions to journals), or bloggers or 
other writers of internet content. 
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Who uses SGs among the survey respondents?

Q1: Do you use SGs?
A very high percentage of just over 92% of respondents (35) use SGs, just under 8% 
(3) do not. 
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Q2: If you use SGs, which ones do you use?

The type of SG respondents use is spread relatively evenly over the first three choices 
(see legend). 13 respondents use an in-house SG, 12 a reference SGs from other 
institutions, and 11 respondents use a SG provided by clients. Five use self-compiled 
SGs; three use other SGs.
Some respondents use several types of SGs, which is why there are more than 38 
responses.
In the category “other”, one employed respondent uses a mixture of SGs from other 
institutions for a lack of an in-house SG, and one freelance respondent even uses all 
of the proposed types. Additionally, one respondent uses SGs provided by native 
speaker proofreaders. 
Also, one respondent uses a three-party interinstitutional style guide.
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A very low percentage of respondents does not use style guides – why not (Q4)?
Some respondents use SGs at times, like if required by a client, but not for every type 
of work, which explains why more than three respondents provided the answers in 
the slide on why they did not use SGs.

I suspect that the low percentage of respondents who do not use SGs reflects a bias: 
• First, the choice of respondents may have been slightly biased on my part, as one 

group of about 20 people are in-house translators and editors at central banks, 
most of whom have a SG in place. 

• Second, not all persons invited to participate in the survey responded, so that 
perhaps these persons don’t use a SG and had no motivation to fill in the 
questionnaire. 

• Finally, over 90% of the respondents have worked as translators/editors for over 
ten years, which I would take to reflect familiarity with SGs as a key aid in their 
work. 
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Q3: How important a tool are style guides for your translation and editing work?

The percentage range (on a sliding scale) runs from 29% to 100%; the average 
percentage across 38 respondents to this question is just under 72% (black line). This 
indicates that most respondents consider SGs an indispensable tool. Looking at 
individual respondents, those that attribute a very high importance to SGs are 
generally employed in an institution, work in a medium to large team, some with a lot 
of fluctuation, so that a SG is key in establishing consistent corporate communications 
output, or they are freelancers who work for many different clients. Respondents 
who attribute less importance to SGs include above all well-established freelancers 
(with over 10 years of experience) – one freelancer put forward the very sensible 
argument that the first and best rule is to maintain consistency within a single 
document.
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Introductory slide to pros and cons what do participants consider the advantages and 
disadvantages?
By far the biggest advantage cited is consistency.
What is consistency?
• Verbal (refers to the meanings and arrangements of words (semantic, syntactic, 

stylistic)
• Visual ((typography – like fonts of headings, or alignments,, spacing, color, icons, 

illustrations)
• Mechanical (spelling, capitalization, hyphenation, abbreviations, numbers, and 

type of styles)
• Structural (organization, i.e. chapters)
• Content (correctness of information, e.g. of cross-references to a page or 

bibliographical entry)
Inspired by http://www.slideshare.net/jepoy8/copyediting-for-
consisitency?qid=e6bb8aad-74d4-441a-bef6-94467c6c2172&v=&b=&from_search=2
The respondents’ agreement on the drawbacks is less clear-cut, as we shall see in the 
slide after the next one.
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I grouped the free-form answers to Q7 “What do you consider the advantages and 
disadvantages of using a style guide?” into the categories in the slide. In the respondents’ own 
words,
• uniform technical details make for a clean visual presentation (allows readers to focus on 

content)
• SGs provide confidence when working for clients
• SGs are an absolute must-have if you work in teams to ensure corporate identity/wording; 

but also a big asset as a freelancer to ensure one's own consistency, could be part of a 
standard agreement with clients who do not have a style guide of their own.

• SGs ensure good quality of the work produced.
• SGs increase harmonization.
• SGs are a selling point: added value for the client and thus a reason for the client to come 

back.
• SGs are a safeguard (“Insurance policy”), as you can show to other people that the rules you 

are following have a grounded basis.
Additional points mentioned by fewer respondents and thus not covered in the chart:
• if you can argue a change by saying “It serves to ensure compliance with the SG,” you make 

the editing process transparent.  
• one step further: Protects users against abusive revision policies.
• uniform formats etc. make for a clean visual presentation.
• guideline for new staff members/external translators
• relying on a SG for formal issues means you can concentrate on content and substantive 

issues
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• less danger of overlooking a content error.
“If you have one, usage should be as rigorous as hygiene habits in my mind.”
Ideas I would like to add: 
• no inconsistency distracts readers’ attention from the message communicated
• readers’ expectations are fulfilled
• the author/company sending the message comes across as reliable and credible
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Input from respondents:
• “time spent” 
• “boredom”
• “contradictory rules”
• “especially beginners (not just in years, but also in a given subject domain) or 

nitpickers might focus too much on style guide rules”
• “tedious to plow through”
• “potential drawback is that an overemphasis on "rules" may be somewhat 

constraining and hamper creativity”
• “micromanage creative choices … that are truly irrelevant”
• “too slow to adapt to [language] changes”
• requires more effort to update and maintain
• “authors are not willing to use it” (i.e. the same SG as editors)
• “it cannot cover all needs”
• “yet another resource to keep in mind when writing/translating (in addition to 

dictionaries, termbases, translation memories,...)”
Overall, the focus on details and meeting SG requirements take a lot of time and
could cramp users’ style. Worse, translators/editors could overlook more important 
structural and content problems in a text. That is counterproductive. We will look at 
how to make working with SGs or related tools easier later.
My additional ideas:
Applying a SG means having to put in more effort in the short run while learning to 
apply a SG – but it pays in the long run.
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First and foremost, SG use saves time by helping to ensure consistency / within one 
contribution / across contributions in a publication / among different persons working on 
written communication (including newbies) / across different institutions / over time. 
Consistency means consistent spelling, grammar, formatting, usage, whatever needs to be 
standardized in a certain type of writing.
Why is consistency so important? 
Inconsistency can take readers’ attention away from content and the message. Readers will 
be distracted, perhaps even without being aware of why, and will not focus on the message. 
Consistency implies high quality and builds credibility: 
Readers assume that if a document reads smoothly and does not contain stylistic, grammar, 
spelling  errors, that the content will also be credible. 
Readers see that a text or publication reliably conforms to certain formal standards and 
assume that the same care has gone into content.
Just think: What do you think of a writer or publication when you see “color” and colour” in 
the same sentence? You think that someone was careless. Does this carelessness apply to 
content as well?
This meshes with one important insight of the translation software company SDL’s translation 
technology insights research study 2016: quality is 2.5 times more important than speed, and 
6 times more important than cost in translation projects. 
Eminent copyeditor Carol Fisher Saller on consistency: Consistency creates credibility: “If 
Goran Visnjic’s name is misspelled, who’s going to believe he actually gave the interview´?” 
(CFS, p.10)
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How do you go about selecting the right SG?
The criteria in general are:
Is it the correct SG for your field, i.e. is it  fit for purpose (e.g. nonjournalistic
professional writing, academic publications, i.e. journals and books): CMOS; scholarly 
writing: MLA Style Manual (Modern Language Association; Journalism: Associated 
Press Stylebook)
Is it easy for you to use? 
Does its structure appeal to your logic? 
Is it easily searchable? 
Does it cover the areas on which you need guidance? 
I will expand on the issue of what SG is right for what purpose later when I compare 
the benefits and problems of short versus long SGs.
The degree of detail in a SG depends on 
• Structure: rules – shorter than examples (e.g. hyphenation list)
• Coverage: what areas should or must be included 
• Purpose: We heard that respondents pointed out “authors are not willing to use 

it” as a disadvantage, so it makes sense to offer a condensed version with key 
information for authors, or subcontractors and a long SG for translators, editors.
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We’ve covered a lot of theoretical ground; it’s time to move to some practical issues: 
What SGs are out there?
Let’s start with a look at the free online SG resources for English in Universitas’ 
Members Area.
The Economist SG (GB) at http://www.economist.com/styleguide/introduction starts 
with usage recommendations (like “never use the passive when you can use active”). 
It flags an example of bad style that made a reader cancel his subscription (financial 
consequences of bad style!). A typical usage entry is: “Roma is the name of the 
people. Their language is Romany. Remember that Sinti are also gypsies”. This SG is 
typical of SGs addressed to native-language speaking journalists: alphabetical order 
of usage, keyed toward contemporary news issues. 
Like many other manuals (EU DGT EN “KISS”), it advises the use of  “more English”, 
simpler formulations like EN phrasal verbs (“take this up with management“) over the 
Latinate forms (“discuss this with management”). Note, however, that if the 
readership is nonnative, the Latinate form may be less easily misunderstood. 

The Directorate-General for Translation’s English SG (GB) starts with a grammar rules 
section (e.g. spell out numbers one to nine, use digits thereafter, but in ranges like 9 
to 11 use figures), continues with specific information about the EU (like precise 
information on EU legislation or the “protocol” order of Member States, i.e. 
alphabetically using the spelling of their source language) and ends with tables e.g. 
on transliteration of Greek or forms of address for high officials. 
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The OECD SG https://www.oecd.org/about/publishing/OECD-Style-Guide-Third-
Edition.pdf is free, online, searchable, cross-referenced, concise, simple, clear.  It 
starts with defining the needs of readers of OECD publications and gearing SG content 
to readers. It sets great store by KISS. 
The Guardian and Observer SG at https://www.theguardian.com/guardian-observer-
style-guide-a is online, free and is a typical alphabetically arranged usage guide, like 
the Economist SG.
The National Geographic SG is a high-quality U.S. journalistic usage manual available 
free online. http://stylemanual.natgeo.com/
Acc. to the Huffington Post blog, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dave-
standen/brand-style-guide_b_3761743.html The Yahoo! Style Guide is becoming the 
go-to SG for web content for writers, editors, bloggers, and students. (write for the 
web; identify your audience; define your voice, be inclusive, etc. … chapters) 
Unfortunately - and ironically! – it is now only available as a book; it was pulled from 
the web. It is (partly?) available in an internet archive at 
http://web.archive.org/web/20130508211424/http://styleguide.yahoo.com/.
The Classic: The Elements of Style by William Strunk, Jr., online and free at 
http://www.bartleby.com/141/index.html.
MLA (Modern Language Association) style is most commonly used in the U.S.A. and 
Canada to write papers and cite sources within the liberal arts and humanities.
For the record, countless U.S. universities offer free online SGs for academic 
publishing.
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A GB source:
New Hart’s Rules: The Oxford Style Guide 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/de/zusatzinhalte/harts_rules/ online, at a 
charge.
As much as I searched, I could find nothing useful for our purposes on TED or 
Slideshare; most relevant information on SGs is directed at web design rather than 
copyediting. 
I’ve saved the SG I prefer for last, the Chicago Manual of Style (CMOS):
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html. t‘s online, at a price, steadily
updated, used for scholarly work.
In the USA, it’s the most popular style guide for general use. Primarily addressed to 
book writers and editors.
Many other SGs are based on CMOS or recommend it for any issues they do not 
specifically address.
It has a monthly Q&A to which you may submit questions the slide shows one such 
question – and a best-of book, “But Can I Start a Sentence with “But”? Advice from 
the Chicago Style Q&A. Also, CMOS operates a subscriber forum and provides 
numerous tools free of charge, such as a quick citation guide.
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For the sake of completeness, http://onlinestylebooks.com/ includes 86 online style 
guides, in a variety of fields and from organizations that range from Adobe to Yahoo. 
Use the “List of Stylebooks” or search in all SG at once. The catch: ads; hard to find 
relevant information. But if you once came across a SG and can’t remember what it 
was, this site may jog your memory.

3/21/19 10:28 PM
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The SG of the European Union Publications Office 
http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000100.htm (Interinstitutional SG)
Contains style rules and conventions in the 24 EU languages; its use is obligatory for 
EU institution members! Extremely comprehensive and easy to search and cross-
search, steadily updated, valuable annexes.
World Bank: Has online language SGs for its translation providers, but not for 
German. 
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTABOUTUS/ORGANIZATION/TRANSL
ATIONSERVICESEXT/0,,contentMDK:20204994~hlPK:431012~menuPK:64148850~pag
ePK:64149303~piPK:64148847~theSitePK:431000,00.html. 
Internet SG resources for German: I mainly find printing format instruction, rules for
displaying website content, corporate branding guides, or guidelines on avoiding 
racism or gender bias (Leitfäden für rassismuskritischen oder gendergerechten
Sprachgebrauch), or long-winded and unsearchable books. Exceptions: The Wikipedia
guidelines. I‘m certain there must be guidelines for journalists, like for Der Spiegel 
(why else would it have published Der Zwiebelfish?) or FAZ, but any material does not 
appear to be available online or free.  
Microsoft: has localization guidelines in countless languages. 
https://www.microsoft.com/Language/en-US/StyleGuides.aspx
Apart from the EU, Microsoft localization guidelines and the Wikipedia community 
portal, I have no knowledge about SGs in languages like Spanish, Hindi, Chinese… 

3/21/19 10:28 PM
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As offered by respondents (Q9): Do you have any recommendations or advice for style 

guide use or a particular style guide?

Most frequently suggested SG is that of the European Union Publications Office 
http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-000100.htm

The UN offers highly comprehensive guides, as proposed by one respondent. See 

http://www.un.org/depts/OHRM/sds/lcp/English/resources_un.html.

An interesting suggestion is the UK guide “Drafting Techniques Group of the Office of the 
Parliamentary Counsel,” which contains comprehensive usage advice and sets the 

greatest store by clarity for readers. Available at 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/454628/

guidancebook_August_2015.pdf. It is primarily a usage guide, and is similar to guides 

produced under UK and US “transparent government communication” initiatives. A 

valuable U.S. resource for the same purpose is the 2011 Federal Plain Language 

Guidelines at 

http://www.plainlanguage.gov/howto/guidelines/FederalPLGuidelines/FederalPLGuidelin

es.pdf. 

These usage guides are valuable input to those who wish to put together SGs of their 

own.

CMOS and The Oxford Style guide (both at a cost) have already been presented.

For German, one respondent suggested

(1) tekom-Leitlinie Regelbasiertes Schreiben – Englisch für deutschsprachige Autoren; 

(Rule-Based Writing – English for Non-Native Writers); EUR 60 for pdf, contains e.g. 

3/21/19 10:28 PM
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Sentence Rules (Avoid Ambiguous Constructions, Avoiding Incomplete Constructions, 
Avoiding Complex Constructions, Rules for Word Order and Sequence of Sentence 
Elements, Style Rules, Punctuation Rules, Tense Rules),
(2) tekom-Leitlinie Regelbasiertes Schreiben. Deutsch für die Technische
Kommunikation
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Before we move on to developing style guides, let’s explore what a SG should cover. 

Q5: What do you think a style guide must cover?
Answers by the respondents show that the more integrated a translator/editor is into 

a corporate framework, the more areas they wish a SG to cover. 

• 36 out of 38 respondents (nearly 95%) insist that SGs need to cover grammar: 

article use; abbreviations; capitalization; dates and time; hyphenation; lists; 

numbers; plurals; pronouns; punctuation; tables and charts; time specifications

• spelling (toward or towards)

• quotation rules (f.ex. use three dots in a citation to indicate ellipsis) 

• bias-free writing (f.ex. workarounds for “the author is asked to deliver his 

contribution”) 

• usage, collocations and idioms: (f. ex. do or do not use particular …

• resources (f.ex. websites, other style guides)

• organization-specific or terminology conventions (f.ex. Eurostat or EUROSTAT) 

• bibliographical referencing rules (e.g. notes and bibliography, as in the 

humanities, or author-date, as in scientific writing)

• publication structure (f.ex. mandatory elements in a study)

• editing/translation instructions (f.ex. translate tables in MS Excel, charts in MS 

Word) 
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The respondents also offered individual suggestions on what else to include in a SG
• spelling BE or AE (for authoring)
• a primer on "good writing"/"plain English" would be helpful
• sections for authors/freelancers and other partners
• especially for nonnative authors: “false friends” (like “actually”) 
• section for nonnative translators/authors that work into/with English with 

examples of wrong or awkward English usage in translations that have become 
widespread because everyone copies from each other 

• common mistakes made by native speakers/nonnative speakers
• checklists
• a note on fact checking (e.g. don't assume the authors are always right)
• a section on editing tools (revision marks, stylesheets, glossaries, etc.)
• legal basis (e.g. in the case of product documentation)
• proofreading section (e.g. what to look for in proofs)
• terminology and usage
You see that the wish list is quite extensive!
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Analysis of results 
To sum it up, almost all respondents advocate a grammar section, followed by 
quotation rules and organization-specific information. Even the categories with the 
lowest percentages, like editing/translation instructions, garnered nearly 40% of all 
answers. But if you remember respondents’ aversion to having SGs infringe on their 
creativity or be tedious, boring, too rule-bound, then basically, the responses boil 
down to choosing between a short and a long SG, a topic we touched upon in an 
earlier slide and that I will expand on later.  
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While many SGs are available, you can put together your own SG, often incorporating 
elements from other SGs and starting your own SG as a list of principles and 
decisions, like do or don’t hyphenate trade-off; write run-in lists as 1); 2); …).
This is how many SGs start out, and is also what the experience of professional 
copyeditors like Carol Fisher Saller confirms.

3/21/19 10:28 PM
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Style guides frequently incorporate findings from style sheets: Style sheets are the 
lists of decisions and principles that note style decisions per assignment. For 
examples of an academic, medical and fiction assignment style sheet, see the website 
of editor Katharine O’Moore-Klopf http://www.kokedit.com/library_stylesheets.php. 
So: Whether you use a SG or not, for every project, you should keep a list of decisions 
made on the fly (that may differ from the SG) and decide whether to incorporate 
them in your “main” SG.
On the right is an extract from editor Katharine O’Moore-Klopf’s website, 
http://www.kokedit.com/library_stylesheets.php providing an insight into the 
(alphabetical) logic and content of her style sheets.
Her website, btw, includes a “copyeditors’ knowledge base” that contains countless 
tips on freelancing, editing tools, networking, finding work.
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Why would a company or institution need an in-house SG if so many SGs are already out there? 
Because it‘s an indispensable reference work to keep editing jobs moving along smoothly.
As copyeditor Megan Rogers explained in an interview in the American Copy Editors Society blog, “the 
nature of an in-house style guide is differentiating choice from the norms.” 
(http://www.copydesk.org/blog/2016/04/03/developing-a-house-style-guide/ ). She recommends
fleshing out a framework: When she was writing the in-house SG for the National Reporters 
Association, she used the content style guide of the e-mail marketing platform MailChimp for her 
framework because it has a useful hyperlinked table of contents. 
[She also looked at the VICE Style Guide (VICE is a Canadian-U.S. digital media company) and the 
Conscious Style Guide for content and framework. The VICE SG 
(https://de.scribd.com/doc/240864422/Vice-Style-Guide) is constructed along the same framework 
as one would expect (corporate style; clear rules and examples to govern style choices), but its tone is 
sometimes as irreverent as the media for which it is conceived. The examples are sometimes eye-
popping, and whenever the issue covered threatens to become too dry, the SG is peppered with 
comments like “This rule is kind of just an FYI. Don’t worry about it, but it’s kind of fun, right?”. The 
Conscious SG (http://consciousstyleguide.com/) is a collection of inclusive (bias-free) language 
resources.]
Thus, the easiest solution is to use a template for a style guide. Some templates are available for 
free, like for internet marketing (see e.g. the hubspot blog’s free template at 
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/31247/The-Simple-Template-for-a-Thorough-Content-
Style-Guide.aspx#sm.00000mdhsfzqgcdu9zc55jsp51bum, or for purchase.
The fastest way is to specify a particular SG as a default and to complement it with a short corporate 
branding SG, allowing you to benefit from the reliability, credibility and updates of the default SG.
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You may find that even a template doesn’t sufficiently cover your needs. So you can organize a 
SG completely from scratch and insert building blocks.
Recalling the responses to the multiple choice answers on what a SG must cover, my general 
conclusion is that – with exceptions – the more rigid the corporate framework is and the larger 
language service teams are, the more items the respondent translator felt that a SG must cover.
How do you decide which of several viable options on a particular style issue to choose? 
• do the research
• consult colleagues or confer with a team of colleagues
• if your work setting requires it, get management approval
When you are researching, dictionaries, grammar guides, trusted style guides in your language 
flavor, relevant books and relevant blogs are useful.
The blog Associated Press versus Chicago (http://www.apvschicago.com/) compares solutions to 
style issues as presented in CMOS and in the Associated Press Stylebook. Blogger Karen Yin cites 
in which order to consult which reference works. You might find her analyses helpful in making 
your own choices. For example, on the serial comma, she says: “In short, AP's stance is to omit 
the serial comma except when it prevents misreading, and Chicago's stance is to always include 
it.” 
Other tools you may find helpful are: 
• corpus research, for example the Google Ngram Viewer, an online corpus research search 

engine showing the statistical frequency of a term or a phrase to help you decide on usage. 
See for example the Lingua Franca blog post of August 25, 2016, for a Google N-Gram on “a 
historic” versus “an historic” (http://www.chronicle.com/blogs/linguafranca/2016/08/25/did-
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you-drop-that-h/) 
• querying editors or language experts, like at the CMOS Q&A forum, or for German 

Duden (Duden-Sprachberatung, by telephone only, see 
http://www.duden.de/sprachberatung)  

• posting a question to peers, for example at the CMOS online forum (available to 
members, very comprehensive, very well organized) or to translators at Proz.

Finally, Nancy Schwartz at the nonprofit marketing blog at 
http://www.networkforgood.com/nonprofitblog/create-style-guide-thats-useful-and-
used-part-one/ and part-two/ offers well-argued, clear and helpful checklists on 
building SGs and getting people to use them.
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Key areas an in-house SG is suited to covering, according to copyeditor Megan Rogers, who 
presents on the topic of developing in-house SGs, are:

• Industry and association-specific terms (corporate branding)
• Questions not addressed by default SGs

• Deviations from style references
• Unusual or hard-to-remember rules
• Extra material such as guidelines or checklists – like proofreading signs, or step-by-step 

procedures in moving editing assignments from authors to printers. (see 
http://www.copydesk.org/wp-content/PDFs/2016-handouts/Developing-a-House-Style-

Guide.pdf.) 

Topics can be dealt with in elegantly sparse entries: This slide shows one entry in a short SG 
that eclectically addresses issues of importance primarily for nonnative authors writing in 
English and publishing for De Nederlandsche Bank. It focuses on usage issues (as the slide 

clearly shows – one issue per page!), provides rules and, sparsely, examples. Moreover, it 
provides references for readers who require more information and is very wise in offering 
the expertise of language services staff to answer any questions.

The SG does not claim to cover all style areas, apparently concentrating on the areas where 
experience has shown that advice is regularly sought and perhaps where language services 

hope to nip a lot of tedious correction work in the bud. 
The uncluttered presentation and the rules-plus-examples-plus-advice organization of the 
SG are exemplary, as is the clear focus on the nonnative author target group, with those 
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issues that language services have found authors to require most frequently being 
covered. 
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Testimonial on another short SG by Inge Schuch, OeNB language services:
“When we started translating ECB publications from English into German at the 
OeNB, we were up against the following problems:
We needed to ensure consistency
within each publication
within the translations made by our team of translators
with the translations made by our colleagues at the ECB and the Bundesbank.
We needed to negotiate compromises within our team and with our colleagues at the 
ECB and the Bundesbank.
We needed to find a routine for decision-making on style problems: Who is 
responsible, how do we keep the style guide updated, what should the style guide 
cover and what not 
…In the early years, it took regular meetings to produce and advance the style guide. 
We relaunched the style guide after some 10 years, shortening and restructuring it. I 
currently see the need for another relaunch now that translating for the ECB has 
become a routine and now that the ECB's publications have developed further.
We have internalized many of the style rules that needed spelling out at the time 
when we created a German SG from scratch.
The need has increased for a work of reference that helps us ensure consistency in 
the translation of standard phrases (above all for tables and charts). 
…In other words: the style guide remains work in progress.” (quote slightly shortened 
and altered)
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Returning to the survey, Q6 was: “Should a style guide contain rules only, examples 
only, or rules and examples?” One respondent favored rules only, one examples only, 
and the 36 others advocated rules plus examples.
If your SG is in a searchable format, examples, and lists of examples (hyphenation) 
are useful. Rules are important if someone is looking to the SG for the reason for a 
language choice or for how to apply rules to a particular problem.
The sample in slide is from a blog by GatherContent
https://gathercontent.com/blog/how-to-make-a-style-guide-that-people-will-
actually-use.
[Another typical rule is “Always write out abbreviations on first mention.” List any 
exceptions. Even if authors may know what an abbreviation they use stands for, if 
they are addressing a readership at the edge of or outside their particular field, or if 
there is a chance that their writing is recycled for a more general readership, the 
abbreviation must be explained on first mention even at the risk of patronizing the 
author-expert.] 
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• For a comprehensive SG not to annoy users (“tedious,” “boring”), it must above all be 
extremely well organized and easily searchable (f.ex. have all alphabetical entries on a webpage 
or a hyperlinked index).

• A long SG will be able to contain all categories plus the additional areas suggested by 
respondents or issues arising during projects or assignments, so it is more likely to contain what 
you’re looking for.

• As Grammar Girl says on comprehensive SGs
http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/why-would-anyone-use-the-chicago-
manual-of-style: “Another example of something I could find only in Chicago is how to handle 
punctuation in bulleted or numbered lists.” (Not true, btw.)

• Comprehensive + searchable therefore means that you stand a good chance of finding an 
answer.

A short SG will not put off users by its sheer volume. The easiest short SGs tell you to us a 
designated SG as a reference, except in the cases outlined in the short SG. These cases define 
house style – a particular language register, usage or style; whatever shapes the brand of the 
respective organization.
A short SG with the main rules
• should be made mandatory
• should be easy to find (like on an Intranet or as part of authoring, editing or translation 

documentation or an authoring platform)
• is likely to be easier to draw up than a long SG
• must be easy to navigate and search
• should be easy to use while writing or editing
• should be easy to memorize, making it more likely to be committed to memory
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• is more likely to be implemented by authors (saving editors and translators a layer 
of work)

• is less likely to contain instructions that are overlooked
• doesn’t require complex technology to make it easily searchable, cross-referenced 

and updateable
• should be easily editable, updateable and maintainable
Finally, a one-page cheat sheet for people who rarely provide content is advisable.
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We’ve heard that SGs are work in progress and are thus also suited to reflecting 
language change.
CMOS is now on its 17th version, and the EU’s Interinstitutional SG draws attention to 
recent changes and additions even before listing its table of contents and, within the 
table of contents, by color coding; it also always lists when the latest update of a 
particular section was performed.
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To conclude the section on developing SGs, ff you’re a freelancer, building and 
applying a SG is a skill that you could offer large company customers seeking to 
present themselves professionally. Furthermore, freelancers could offer training in SG 
use.
You see that developing and maintaining a SG will mean delving deep into grammar 
and other language questions – your language expertise will improve substantially, 
and this will ultimately improve the quality of your translation and editing work
enormously, and you will keep abreast of language change. 
Finally, here’s some helpful advice from a respondent who has had to work with client 
SGs that she did not fully agree with: Avoid making SGs unnecessarily rigid. 
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I’d like to start the section on applying SGs with a digression into the topic of silent editing:
When you apply SG rules in editing, you might end up with very heavily marked up texts that 
either shock authors or, worse, draw your attention from more serious content problems. Silent
editing refers to using simple markup for edited texts, i.e. not showing changes made to ensure 
compliance with a SG. Caution: MS Word Autocorrect makes silent edits – who hasn’t been 
annoyed by “its” being changed to “ist” with Autocorrect on the German setting? 
Pros: 
Keeps texts from being cluttered with corrections and makes it possible to highlight the really 
important changes or questions (e.g. applying different Table of Contents capping rules; explain in 
a comment at the beginning, don’t track changes)
Keeps authors from seeing too many “red marks” that CFS likens to “little stab wounds” (how 
personally do you take a change to your translation?)
Cons:
• Not transparent
• Cheats the authors out of “full disclosure.” 
• Makes it hard for authors to see incorrect changes caused by editing, e.g. misunderstandings. 
You can perform silent editing by editing in two steps, saving the document with tracked SG 
changes in the first pass, accepting the changes and then doing substantive editing with track 
changes, or you can ask authors to turn on “final form” feature  of MS Word (DE: Überprüfen –
Nachverfolgung – dropdown, choose “Markup:keine” or “einfaches Markup”, shows only 
comments). [Tech tip to switch back and forth between markup and final, customize your 
keyboard commands, see http://www.subversivecopyeditor.com/blog/2011/07/tech-tip-21-a-
custom-shortcut-writers-and-editors-cant-live-without.html – it works.]
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What do respondents say about edits according to a SG? 

Q8: When you mark up copy, do you sometimes include the information that a 

particular change serves to ensure compliance with a style guide? Of 38 respondents, 

as you can see, over half (55%) do sometimes inform their clients that a particular 

change is made for SG reasons. Why could that be? A whole range of reasons or 

emotions governing editor-client relationships come to mind, such as: 1) the editor is 
trying to be transparent, or honest; 2) the editor feels a need to explain herself, 

defend herself or perhaps implicitly apologize for having made so many corrections; 

3) the editor (think peer-to-peer revision of translations) might be trying to instruct 

the author, client or translator. 
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What recommendations or advice on style guide use can respondents give you?
- Impeccable spelling in any SG (important selling point) – It happens so quickly. 

Unlike the ad in the image, your SG should not end up selling sardines rather than 
a hotel in Sardinia.

- Be aware of the context to which you apply the SG (the rules or rigidity of the rules 
will differ for internal documents and publications)

- A simple style guide stands a greater chance of being adhered to.

Concluding the topic of applying SGs, YouTube offers videos with step-by-step guides 
on how to apply e.g. CMOS or APA (American Psychological Association) style 
conventions, esp. formatting, citation, etc. These methods may be useful for visually 
oriented people, a bit like a webinar; the APA website offers free tutorials catering 
above all to U.S. students. 
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We’ve covered a lot of ground – general definitions, presenting some SGs, looking at 
what SGs should cover, developing SGs, and applying SGs. Before we go into enforcing 
SGs, I’d like to have your input on some issues related to SG enforcement.
Ideas on how to make a SG available? (First, define to whom (authors? freelancers?) 
and how (on the web or a company intranet?). Send link with every correspondence 
between authors and publishers etc.? Build SG into the authoring platform. Try to 
make use mandatory. Offer to help authors who have difficulties using the SG.)
Ideas on how to get people to use SGs? Very delicate issue – even the respondents
said “boring” (Introduce SG in training new employees, some sort of formal 
introduction to current employees. Meetings to promote, have it built into an 
authoring platform, making its use mandatory, like the Interinstitutional SG)
Ideas on how to make a SG easy to use? (word or other macro; send with each 
assignment; make it word-searchable) 
Ideas on how to update a SG and keep everyone “singing from the same hymn 
sheet”? (make one person or a small group responsible – that’s why a wiki is not a 
good idea, because it permits uncontrolled change – and give them time)
How to source in feedback? Person in charge must be easy to reach and personable. 
Methods: Mail, phone, networking, results of editing assignments. 
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The sliding scale in this slide means that creative texts are subject to SG rules that 
differ from conventional language rules; technical texts are subject to very rigid rules. 
The more literary the text, the looser the rules compared to general language; the 
more technical the text, the more formal the rules.
A creative text is understood to mean a text allowing synonyms, unusual idioms, 
unusual spelling. Cormac McCarthy, The Road: The author took liberties e.g. with 
punctuation (no quotation marks), apostrophes (wont). Applying general rules would 
hamper his creative message.
This author breaks negotiable style rules as well as less negotiable grammar rules.

Standardized text types are typically used in technical communication; they are 
understood to mean texts allowing little terminological creativity (f. ex. button, icon, 
control are not allowed as synonyms) little lexical creativity (f. ex. access is always 
used) and little syntactical creativity (all instructions here start with To do xyz). Ideas 
from  http://www.jodybyrne.com/176 , text is from a TomTom car navigation system 
manual.
The style guide for such texts generally prescribe many style choices, even syntax. 
Can you guess why? 
(Standardization keeps readers’ attention on content; they are not distracted by a 
variety of formulation types. Terminology is also strictly standardized, no synonyms, f. 
ex.) 
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The first rule in applying SGs, as in editing, is DO NO HARM.
In the order of an editor’s loyalties, the reader deserves the top loyalty, as Carol 
Fisher Saller maintains. You may choose authors over publishers, and authors who 
desire a nonconformist solution for a reason should not be overruled. Ultimately, 
authors and editors serve the reader (CFS terms this “working for the reader, through 
the writer”).

To serve the author means getting the author’s message across. Recall the idea of a 
SG being “fit for purpose”: Shape texts for the intended purpose (field of application) 
and target readership. This can mean applying SG rules loosely or disregarding them 
if authors have a good argument for not applying them (e.g. to make a point), like
Cormac McCarthy in the last slide. 

If you generally use, or have to use, a SG that says “write figures as words up to 100” 
like the CMOS does, but you’re editing math copy – the rule makes little sense in your 
case; it is cumbersome, so you would make an exception.
Thus, to best serve the reader and the author, you will need to think outside the box.
To sum it up, applying SG conventions is solving an endless series of problems.
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You generally break SG rules: 
• in citations (do not correct)
• in marketing copy (“I’m loving it”) 
• in content edited according to one SG that is recycled for a different purpose. (Take 

an artist’s biography provided by an agency that is recycled into a compilation 
edited according to a different standard, something I just experienced, or a 
technical study used as a website teaser). 

Recall that the guidelines of different SGs may contradict each other.
• Breaking the rules can mean keeping a list of decisions for every project (a style 

sheet, as described in an earlier slide) that depart from default style, like 
capitalizing a particular word in a particular context.

• Breaking the rules can mean accepting an author’s perspective (if it’s justifiable), 
and magnanimously accepting that that view may not be yours.

• Breaking the rules can mean that the rules are not necessarily accepted by all 
users. One example posted by writer and editor Laura Hale Brockway: 
http://impertinentremarks.com/2014/07/breaking-the-law-which-style-guide-
rules-do-you-refuse-to-follow/ describes a rule from the AP Stylebook to capitalize 
titles that appear before names, but not after names... that has “has caused me 
nothing but trouble. Everywhere I’ve worked, this rule has been incorporated into 
our house style guide. And everywhere I’ve worked, we get push back on this rule. 
People, particularly those at the highest levels, insist their titles should always be 
capitalized.” (Like John Smith, President of XYZ Corporation). 
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• Typical rule conflicts are titles, the serial (Oxford) comma, “more than” versus 
“over” (USD 10: “Over” has now become as acceptable than “more than” acc. to 
AP).

• Breaking the rules can also mean… oops, that you yourself have inadvertently 
broken a rule and made an error: Time for a slice of humble pie. 
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Crowd-sourced wisdom from the questionnaire on enforcing SGs:

• try to reach a consensus on what the most important rules are

• learn to relax and let go

• define scenarios where style guide use is nonnegotiable and where it is (e.g. for 

time constraints or if too many changes would have to be made in typeset copy)

Respondents’ tips on maintaining SGs:

• try to revise and condense (ideally also: subject to peer review) your style guide at 

regular intervals; in a team

• as a freelancer: perhaps opt for an existing style guide and add personal or subject-

driven preferences/information.

The future:

• The marketing company Brilliant Noise has integrated its editorial SG with a 

slackbot, whereby users post queries to a “digital personal assistant” in the Slack 

instant messaging system (reminds me of “Clippy,” the old MS Word paper clip 

office assistant), see https://brilliantnoise.com/blog/need-content-you-could-ask-

a-slackbot/ . Basically, the bot takes the search in the company SG off your hands 

and returns relevant SG passages. 

• Time may prove me wrong, but I believe that making available SG templates and 

integrating SGs into platforms like content management systems or as macros or 

apps will continue to become easier. I would welcome any development that 

makes SG accessibility, searchability and use easier, f.ex. helping you to ask the 

right questions.
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Dictionaries and SGs are like Siamese twins – one requires the other in editing. When 
dictionaries offer several solutions, SGs often prescribe one option or cover only what 
dictionaries do not explicitly resolve. I personally use http://www.dictionary.com/ for its 
ease of use.
Of course, MS products incorporated in Office programs flag errors you may overlook, like 
typos. Easy to use. 
As to apps, first, a note of caution: An automatic editing tool doesn’t replace a human 
editor.
screenshot of PerfectIt. The Intelligent Editing Company’s basic app “consistency checker” is 
free and can be uploaded as an add-in to MS word.  You may also send documents to ProZ
(“tools”) for free online checking usingPerfectIt).
To use, load the app and start “scanning”. The checker will check for inconsistent
hyphenation  (e.g. fixed investment 1 time with, one time without a hyphen), spelling 
variations (amid, amidst), inconsistent use of numbers – spelled out or numerals, compound 
words (f. ex. mid size versus mid-tempo), abbreviations (EUROSTAT and Eurostat). But: It will 
flag correct usage that appears inconsistent: something is information insensitive vs. an 
information-insensitive equation. PerfectIt helps find inconsistencies beyond spelling errors.
A free copy-and-paste grammar checker is available at 
http://www.grammarcheck.net/editor/; the “deep check” function is at a price.
A paid aid is Grammarly; copy paste text onto a dashboard and. This could raise 
confidentiality issues. Blog writer Amanda Shofner on “The Write Life” considers it superior 
to MS Word’s grammar checker. 
http://www.easybib.com/guides/?from=nav EasyBib is a website where you enter a work 
(website, book, article) and find out how to cite it according to different style guides (MLA, 
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Chicago; etc.). Some info is at a charge. Author-date or footnote/endnote citation, 
both plus bibliography, are a can of worms! Other websites (like BibMe) offer auto-
generated bibliographical referencing services.
Other aids include: AutoCrit, After the Deadline, ClearEdits, Correct English, Editor, 
Essential Editor, Ginger, GrammarBase, Grammar Check Anywhere, Grammar Expert 
Plus, Grammar Slammer, the Hemingway App, PaperRater, ProWriting Aid, SmartEdit, 
SpellCheckPlus, SlickWrite, StyleWriter, White Smoke. Research on these tools turns 
up weaknesses: they overlook obvious errors, add new errors, flag correct 
expressions. 
Other tools: macros, “wizards”.
Advantages: free up time and effort that does not have to be spent on tedious, 
mechanical tasks.
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Webinars:
The second webinar by the writing center of the online college Walden University is 
very well organized, comprehensive, offers handouts, a PowerPoint presentation and 
text being typed as the presentation is spoken.
Numerous institutions offer partly expensive training courses and workshops for 
editors and proofreaders, notably sfep, the British society for editors and 
proofreaders, and the American Copy Editors Society ACES (editorial boot camps!), 
and many more offer editorial courses for web publishing.
Proz offers very few somewhat relevant courses (notably “The difference between 
proofreading and editing”) at a cost.
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Thanks for your attention!
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